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A methodology is developed based on the coupling of a finite element code with an optimisation module
for the design of land vehicle armouring composed of lightweight aluminium alloy and high strength
steel plate. Following an experiment/simulation correlation, a numerical model has been built and
calibrated considering monolithic plates and then verified considering a bi-metal protection against
tungsten carbide projectile mimicking the core of a 7.62�51 AP8 ammunition. In addition, a method is
proposed to obtain the vres � vi curve for the full 7.62�51 AP8 bullet from the vres � vi curve obtained
from the core only.
© 2023 China Ordnance Society. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications

Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Today’s conflicts impose new challenges for conflict zones that
are now predominantly urban, IEDs (improvised explosive devices,
of the form of backpacks or car bombs for example) are unprece-
dented and unpredictable threats, and non-State armed groups
(terrorist organisations type) appear, see Ref. [1]. This situation
poses a quasi-permanent risk to vehicles engaged in these conflicts.
In the face of this, a quick solution would be to add layers of ma-
terial to increase the level of protection of vehicles behind the front
(for example military engineering) and/or areas usually not
exposed (for example, roof or rear). However, such solutions would
increase the mass of vehicles and could make air, sea and road
transport more difficult. Moreover, in order to adapt to new threats,
the strategy of designing an armoured vehicle has evolved. Indeed,
formerly governed by a balance between lethality, survivability and
mobility, the design now relies on many factors. The example given
in Fig. 1 shows that lift capacity and mobility are of paramount
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importance, which is often incompatible with an increase in mass.
It is therefore essential to have ballistic protection design tools

that are sufficiently modular and responsive to consider both new
threats and technological advances, in terms of e.g. materials and
processes, to develop potentially complex functional stacks with
optimal performance/mass ratio. In this aim in view, many de-
signers use analytical approaches as a basis for optimisation, see for
example [3e5]. In particular, Wang & Lu in Ref. [6] chose an as-
sembly consisting of ceramic and aluminium alloy of fixed total
thickness. The authors analytically determined the optimal
ceramic/metal thickness ratio to maximise the ballistic limit ve-
locity (vBL, the incident velocity below which the projectile is
stopped by the protection) of the assembly, and experimentally
confirmed their prediction. In addition, Ben-Dor and his team
propose amathematical approach forminimising the stackingmass
for a given vBL, see Ref. [7], or in the case of multi-impacts, see
Ref. [8]. Banichuk et al. in Ref. [9] developed their own optimisation
model with very basic material models, and using a genetic algo-
rithm. The authors were thus able to determine the material to be
used for each of the twenty layers of their stacking to minimise the
mass. Although effective, these analytical models have very limited
areas of application since they generally do not consider strain and
strain rate hardening, self-heating induced softening, adiabatic
of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-
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Fig. 1. Parameters to consider in the design of armoured vehicles. Former (left) and modern (right) design strategies. After Ref. [2].

Fig. 2. Chart of the methodology adopted in the present work.
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shear banding or/and progressive damage before failure, which
however play an important role on the ballistic response of metals
and alloys. Numerical finite element simulations could provide
more latitude for parameter variations. In this context, Lee& Yoo in
Ref. [10] developed a numerical model capable of replacing the
model proposed in Ref. [3] and were thus able to numerically
determine the optimal ceramic thickness/metal thickness ratio in
order to maximise the vBL at fixed total thickness. This result then
paves the way for further optimisations. Park et al. in Ref. [11]
optimised a two-layer assembly using numerical impact simula-
tions. However, 2D models lack representativeness. Kim et al. in
Ref. [12] optimised a multi-component assembly of aluminium
alloy plates spaced by vacuum blades as part of hypervelocity im-
pacts for spatial application. Two optimised systems were ob-
tained: constant spacing and optimised thickness of aluminium
alloy plates, or constant aluminium alloy plate thicknesses and
optimised spacing. However, no variation in the materials used was
considered. Paman et al. in Ref. [13] worked on optimising a stack of
three materials: steel, titanium alloy and aluminium alloy. The
stacking order and thickness of each plate were optimised.
Fern�andez and Zaera in Ref. [14] considered a two-layer stacking
consisting of a hard plate on the front and a ductile plate on the
back. A numerical impact simulation model was constructed using
Abaqus/Explicit. A neural network was then trained with multiple
simulations, before being able to effectively predict whether or not
the stack is perforated, as well as the residual velocity of the pro-
jectile in case of perforation. Such a calculation method would
significantly accelerate optimisation calculations based on numer-
ical finite element models. However, these models need to be
simplified for being used within an engineering design process.
Moreover, given the time required to train a neural network, a
similar approach with a high-fidelity model does not seem realistic
at the moment. Yet, as artificial intelligence and deep learning
techniques increasingly invest in finite element simulation, there is
no doubt that in a more or less near future these techniques will
complement the proposed approaches.

We are here interested in a widely-used solution in land vehicle
armouring: a bi-metallic armour made of lightweight alloy used as
structural material for the vehicle body and an armour steel plate
added on as ballistic protection. This system is indeed simple and
not costly. We propose an engineering experiment-simulation
correlation methodology linking a finite element computation
code to an optimisation module. The methodology in question
summarised in Fig. 2 includes three steps.

� Building of a numerical model and calibration of material con-
stants considering monolithic plates made of armour steel and
lightweight alloy facing Lab. Projectiles,
2

� Verification of the numerical model considering a bi-metal
(armour steel-lightweight alloy) protection system against a
tungsten carbide (WC) Lab. Projectile,

� Estimation of the residual velocity-initial velocity vres � vi curve
for the real bullet with WC core from the one for the WC Lab.
Projectile.

The armour steel is the widely-used MARS® 380 and the
lightweight alloy is an aluminium alloy of the class 2XXX. The real
bullet is the 7.62�51 AP8 ammunition.

The experimental set-ups and configurations as well as the
numerical tools are presented in Section 1. The calibration step on
monolithic plates is detailed in Section 2 and the verification step
on bi-metal protection systems in Section 3. The approach to esti-
mate the shift factor to the vres � vi curve is also presented in the
end of Section 3. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4.

2. Experimental and numerical environments

2.1. Experimental environment

All tests are carried out at room temperatures close to 20�C and
the projectile impacts the target with a normal incidence. For the
gas launcher tests, the target is left free. In the firing range, the
target sits on two linear supports.

2.1.1. Impact test facilities
Impact tests with Lab. Projectiles are performed with two of the

three 6 m-long single-stage gas launchers of the STIMPACT impact



Fig. 3. STIMPACT impact facility at ICA, Toulouse. Left: Ø60 mm (60-mm inner
diameter) gas launcher. Centre: Ø120 mm (120-mm inner diameter) gas launcher.
Right: Ø40 mm (40-mm inner diameter) gas launcher. Ø40 and Ø60 mm gas launchers
are used in this study.

Fig. 4. Schematic view of the Ø60 mm launcher set-up. FF: Front Face. RF: Rear face.
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facility available at the Institut Cl�ement Ader (ICA) Lab., viz. Ø40
and Ø60 gas launchers, see Fig. 3 for the STIMPACT facility and
Table 1 for the gas launchers’ performances. The projectile initial
velocity vi is controlled by adjusting the pressure in the launcher
tank and measured using a three-way optical barrier placed just
after the launcher muzzle, see Fig. 4. Two Photron Fastcam SA5
high-speed cameras record at 100 kfps the projectile/target in-
teractions: the front face (FF) and rear face (RF) high-speed cameras
allows to have a redundant measurement of vi, and a measurement
of the projectile residual velocity vres respectively. Moreover, a 45�-
oriented mirror allows the visualisation of the target rear side by
the rear face camera.

Impact tests with real bullets are conducted at the 30-m-long
Saint-�Etienne (France) firearms proofing facility. The initial pro-
jectile velocity vi is controlled by adjusting the amount of powder in
the ammunition and measured using a Doppler Infinition radar BR-
3502. The residual velocity vres is measured with a Photron Fastcam
SA5 high-speed camera. The projectile/target rear side on-the-edge
interaction is monitored at 100 kfps using this camera.
2.1.2. Projectiles
Lab. Projectiles are sub-calibrated relatively to the inner diam-

eter of the gas launchers tubes. They are thus mounted in expanded
polyurethane foam sabots which ensure the guidance of the
Table 1
Performances of the STIMPACT impact facility gas launchers used in the present study.

Gas launcher Inner diameter/mm Pressure/bar

Ø40 40 15
Ø60 60 240

Table 2
Main characteristics of the projectile used in the present study.

Type Material Diameter/mm

Lab test projectiles
D20-Steel-Flat/Conical 40CMD8 20
D6.35-WC-Flat/Conical WC94eCo6 6.35
Real bullets
7.62�51 AP8
Full

Multiples 7.82

7.62�51 AP8
Core only

WC88eCo12 5.2
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projectile inside the launcher tube, see Fig. 5(a). Sabots have a
length of 80 mm for the Ø40 mm launcher and 120 mm for the Ø60
mm launcher. The foam density is adapted to the pressure it faces,
viz 320 kg/m3 for the Ø40 mm launcher and 545 kg/m3 for the Ø60
mm launcher, which results in 30 g and 180 g sabots respectively.
To avoid any sabot/target interaction, the impact setup is equipped
with a sabot-projectile separation system, see Fig. 4. Lab. Projectiles
used in this study are of different dimensions and materials (20-
mm-diameter high-strength steel/6.35 mm-diameter tungsten
carbide) and geometries (conical/flat nose), and are part of the
process of calibration and verification of the numerical modelling
bricks. Conical-nosed projectiles aim to approach real threats and
induce a petaling failure mode in plates made of metals and alloys.
Conical-nosed projectiles used in the present study gradually tend
to a real bullet (not authorized in the laboratory) in terms of di-
mensions and material, see Fig. 5(b). Flat-nosed projectiles are
quite similar to fragments and are intended to estimate the sensi-
tivity of certain materials to plugging often assisted by adiabatic
shear banding, see e.g. Refs. [15e17].

Real bullets used at the Saint-Etienne firearms proofing facility
are 7.62�51 AP8 (armour-piercing) ammunitions. They consist of a
tungsten carbide WC core embedded in an aluminium alloy cap,
wrapped in a brass jacket, see Figs. 5(b) and 6. The outer diameter of
the bullet is 7.83 mm and the mass is 8.3 g. These ammunitions are
primarily intended for M60 machine guns and M24 precision rifles.

Projectile characteristics are given in Table 2 and material
properties, in terms of Young's modulus E, Poisson ratio n, bulk
modulus K, mass density r, acoustic impedance Za ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

rE
p

, Vickers
hardness HV and compressive strength syc, in Table 3. Given their
higher mass density, acoustic impedance and hardness, projectiles
Projectile mass/g Velocity/(m$s�1) Kinetic energy/kJ

100 200 2
200 800 64

Mass/g Max. velocity/(m$s�1) Ec/kJ

Flat Conical

59.5 58.9 230 1.56
5.50 5.46 800 1.75

8.4 930 3.63

5.56 930 2.40



Fig. 5. Projectiles used in the present study. (a) Top: D20-Steel-Conical projectile mounted in a sabot for Ø40 mm launcher. Bottom: D6.35-WC-Conical projectile mounted in a sabot
for Ø40 mm launcher; (b) From left to right: flat-nosed and conical-nosed steel lab projectiles; Flat-nosed and conical-nosed bullet-shaped tungsten carbide projectiles; 7.62�51
AP8 bullet. Dimensions are given in Table 2.

Fig. 6. Components of a 7.62�51 AP8 bullet. Left: full bullet (jacket, plug and core).
Centre: aluminium alloy plug. Right: brass jacket. Dimensions are given in Table 2.
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made of tungsten carbide WC are expected to have better ballistic
performances than projectiles made of steel.
Fig. 7. From left to right, side profile pictures of four protection systems AA6, AA12,
MS8.8 and MS8.8-AA8.
2.1.3. Protections
Widely-used MARS® 380 (formerly namedMARS® 190) armour

steel is considered here as the reference material. In the present
experimental campaign, MARS® 380 plates have 8.8-mm-thickness
with a specific resistance (ultimate tensile strength divided bymass
density) of about 0.15 MPa/(kg$m�3). The aluminium alloy used has
a specific resistance close to 0.25 MPa/(kg$m�3). As mentioned in
Introduction, aluminium alloys are often used in vehicle armouring,
especially as a structural material for the chassis, while add-on
armour steel plates are used as ballistic protection. Aluminium
thicknesses of 6 mm, 8 mm and 12 mm are considered here, see
Fig. 7. 8.8 mm-thick MARS® 380 and 8.0 mm-thick aluminium alloy
plates are combined in a multi-layered multi-material protection
system, without any air gap between them. Single or multi-layer
targets are studied, sometimes involving different materials
within the same protection system. The main characteristics of the
targets are listed in Table 4 and their testing conditions are sum-
marised in Table 5.
Table 3
Main properties of the projectile materials.

E/GPa n K/GPa

40CMD8 Steel 210 0.3 175
WC94eCo6a

Tungsten carbide
650 0.215 380

WC88eCo12a

Tungsten carbide
e e 362

a Data for WC-94-Co6 are from the supplier (Comptoir G�en�eral des M�etaux) and data
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2.2. Numerical environment

This study is carried out using the commercial finite element
code Abaqus/Explicit under Dassault Syst�emes license. This soft-
ware appears regularly in the literature and has been used suc-
cessfully in many problems of ballistic impacts, see Refs. [19e21].
The calibration cycles were managed with the ISIGHT optimisation
software natively interfaced with Abaqus and also under Dassault
r/(kg$m�3) Za/(kg$m�1$s�1) HV syc/MPa

7850 40.6 � 106 327 1400
14,950 98.6 � 106 1500 6150

14,770 e 1292 5900

for WC88eCo12 are from Hazell et al. [18].



Table 4
Characteristics of the mono-layered and multi-layered protection systems.

Protection Materials Dimensions/mm3 Mass per unit area/(kg$m�2)

Monolayered protection systems
AA6 Aluminium alloy 150�150�6 16.2
AA12 Aluminium alloy 150�150�12 32.4
MS8.8 MARS® 380 150�150�8.8 68.9
Multilayered protection systems
MS8.8-AA8 Front layer MARS® 380 150�150�8.8 90.5

Layer 2 Air layer 150�150�0
Rear layer Aluminium alloy 150�150�8

Table 5
Testing conditions of mono-layered and - protection systems.

Protection Projectiles Launchers

Monolayered protection systems
AA6 D20-Steel-Flat

D20-Steel-Conical
Ø40 gas launcher

AA12 D20-Steel-Flat
D20-Steel-Conical

Ø40 gas launcher
Ø60 gas launcher

MS8.8 D6.35-WC-Conical Ø60 gas launcher
Multilayered protection systems
MS8.8-AA8 D6.35-WC-Conical

7.62AP8
Ø60 gas launcher
Carriage and barrel

Table 6
Configuration for the numerical simulations.

Calculation method

FEM code Abaqus
Time integration scheme Explicit
Method Finite elements and updated Lagrangian
Precision Double
Stable increment estimator Element by element
Loading duration/s From 1.10�4 to 5.10�4

Computation time ~30 min (36 cores Olympe)
Adiabatic heating Yes
Failure mode Zero stiffness (element deletion)
Hourglass control Integral viscoelastic approach (default)
Bulk viscosities Linear: 0.06; quadratic: 1.2 (default)

Geometry

Dimension 3D
Symmetries None
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Syst�emes license. Finite element simulations are performed on two
high-performance computers, namely Olympe operated by CALMIP
(CALcul en MIdi-Pyr�en�ees), and Pando operated by ISAE-SUPAERO.
Finite elements type C3D8R
Nonlinear geometric effects Yes
Initial conditions T0 ¼ 293 K

V0

Boundary conditions Free target
Impact configuration Centre of the target, normal incidence

Contact

Normal contact General contact between mesh surfaces
Tangential contact Penalty with Coulomb law fD ¼ 0:3
2.2.1. Numerical procedure

2.2.1.1. Initial and boundary value problem solving. Structural ele-
ments are solid hexahedral linear elements with 8 nodes and
reduced integration (C3D8R). These elements are very present in
the References for high-loading rate simulations. The mesh size in
the impacted area is 0.5 mm allowing a good compromise between
fidelity and computation time. In addition, the arrangement of the
elements is deliberately disorganized, see Fig. 8, to mitigate the
potential/expected dependence of the numerical results on the
mesh size and orientation in the damage-induced softening regime.
During the failure, the elements are removed, i.e. their stiffness is
reduced to zero and the orphan nodes are kept so as not to cause
mass loss in the system. Numerical simulations are performed in
the configurations specified in Table 6. Additional information,
specific to certain simulations, will be given later.
Fig. 8. Protection meshing. Left: global vie
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2.2.1.2. Material constant calibration. ISIGHT software allows to
build optimisation loops involving various softwares. Fig. 9 shows a
typical optimisation loop used in this study: finite element simu-
lations are performed using Abaqus, whose results are post-
processed by a Matlab program, then an optimisation algorithm
updates the optimisation variables based on the results of the
iterations.
w. Right: zoom on the impacted area.



Fig. 9. Typical calibration loop using ISIGHT.
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Among the proposed algorithms, the Nelder-Mead (or Downhill
Simplex) method seems the best suited to optimise a multi-
material armour for ballistic protection [22].
2.3. Constitutive modelling

As no damage was observed on the projectiles after the tests,
their behaviour is considered as elastic in numerical simulations.
The models selected for the targets must be able to account for
pressures of the order of 10 GPa and strain rates of the order of 105

s�1.
The Cauchy stress s can be additively decomposed into a

deviatoric part and a spherical part as follows:

s¼2
3
seqn� pI ; seq ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3
2
s : s

r
; p ¼ �Trs

3
; n ¼ 3

2
s

seq
;

Trn ¼ Trs ¼ 0

(1)

where s is Cauchy stress deviator, seq and p the equivalent stress
and pressure, and n the plastic flowdirection. Tr is the trace of a 2nd
order tensor and I is the identity tensor. We introduce the stress
triaxiality ratio Ts as

Ts ¼ � p
seq

(2)

Linear isotropic elasticity is assumed, yielding

s
V ¼2mDe ¼2m

�
D�Dp

�
; D¼ sym

h
L
i
; L¼ _FF�1 (3)

where s
V

represents the Jaumann (objective) derivative of s. D, De

and Dp are the total, elastic and plastic, Eulerian strain rates, D ¼
De þ Dp, L the velocity gradient, F the deformation gradient, and m

the shear modulus.
The yield function f reads

f
�
s; sy

�
¼seq

�
s
�
�syðT ; k;DÞ¼svðT; k; _k;DÞ � 0 (4)

where sy and sv are the rate independent and viscous stresses, T
the temperature and D the damage variable. The equivalent plastic
strain k is deduced from

k¼
ð
_kdt � 0 ; _k ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3
Dp : Dp

r
� 0 ; Dp ¼ _kn (5)

In the elasto-viscoplastic regime, after rearranging Eq. (4), the
equivalent stress seq can thus be written as
6

seq
�
s
�
¼ syvðT ; k; _k;DÞ¼syðT ; k;DÞþsvðT; k; _k;DÞ � 0 (6)

where syv is the rate dependent yield stress.
Widely-used, empirical, rate and temperature dependent

Johnson-Cook model, see Ref. [23], coupled with ductile damage
through Kachanov-like effective stress concept as implemented by
default in Abaqus, is used in the present work. Indeed, the appli-
cation of the effective stress concept to Johnson-Cook model done
in Abaqus allows to reproduce the ductile damage induced pro-
gressive drop in stress before ultimate fracture, see Fig. 13. This
yields the following expressions for the stresses in Eq. (6).

8><
>:

syðT ; k;DÞ ¼ ð1� DÞðAþ BknÞð1� bqmÞ
svðT ; k; _k;DÞ ¼ ð1� DÞðAþ BknÞC ln

�
_k
_k0

�
ð1� bqmÞ (7)

hence

syvðT ; k; _k;DÞ¼ ð1�DÞðAþBknÞ
�
1þC ln

�
_k
_k0

��
ð1� bqmÞ (8)

with

bq¼0 if T < Tref ; bq ¼ T � Tref
Tm � Tref

if Tref � T � Tm ;

bq ¼ 1 if T > Tm

(9)

where ðA;B;n;C; _k0; Tref ;mÞ are constants and Tm the melting point.
Failure occurs as soon as D ¼ Dc (or D ¼ 1 by default).

Shock theory-based Mie-Grüneisen equation of state in
compression is used to describe the relation between the pressure p
and the compression ratio h.

p¼ pH
�
1�G0h

2

�
þG0r0e ; pH ¼ r0c

2
0h

ð1� shÞ2
;h¼1� J ; J¼detF

(10)

where pH and e are Hugoniot pressure equation and internal en-
ergy, J the deformation Jacobian, r0 and c0 the initial mass density
and wave celerity, G0 the Grüneisen coefficient and s a constant.

Empirical complementary evolution laws governing self-
heating _T and damage rate _D are implemented by default in Aba-
qus as follows:

8>>><
>>>:

_T ¼ b

rC
seq _k

_D ¼
_u
p

upf

; upf ¼ 2Gf
sy0

(11)

where C is the specific heat, b the inelastic heat fraction also known
as Taylor-Quinney coefficient, see Ref. [24], up and upf the current
plastic displacement and plastic displacement at failure, Gf the
energy release rate at failure, and sy0 the yield stress at damage
initiation. It is reminded that the lower the Gf value themore brutal
the drop in stress (corresponding to a weakly ductile material), and
the higher the Gf value the smoother the drop in stress (corre-
sponding to a more strongly ductile material). Usually, b is
approximated at a constant value b ¼ 0:9 [25e27].

Accounting for the delay of damage initiation with respect to
plasticity initiation is made possible through a damage onset in-
dicator u written as



Fig. 10. Experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres � vi curve. AA6 protection
against D20-Steel-Flat/Conical.
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uðkIÞ ¼
k

kI
; kI ¼

	
kJC; kmax



kJC ¼ ½d1 þ d2 expðd3TsÞ�

�
1þ d4 ln

�
_k
_k0

��
ð1þ d5bqÞ

(12)

where kJC is the stress triaxiality ratio, rate and temperature
dependent failure strain proposed by Johnson-Cook, see Ref. [28],
with ðd1; d2; d3; d4; d5Þ constants, and kmax the maximum plastic
strain at damage initiation. Damage initiates as soon as uðkIÞ ¼ 1.

The illustration of the approach can be found in Ref. [29].
For confidentiality reason, only the strain hardening related

coefficients of the Johnson-Cook model in Eq. (8) are given, see
Table 7.

3. Calibration on monolithic plates

A series of impact tests is carried out on aluminium alloy and
MARS 380 plates in view of numerically calibrating some material
constants of the constitutive model detailed in subsection 2.3. Both
flat- and conical-nosed projectiles are considered in the calibration
procedure but a more important weight is given to the conical-
nosed projectile as its shape is closer to the real bullet core. The
material constant to be identified is the energy release rate at
failure Gf for the aluminium alloy, see Eq. (11), and the maximum
plastic strain at damage initiation kmax for the MARS 380, see Eq.
(12). The material constants are considered as satisfactory when (i)
the ISIGHT identification loop converges and (ii) the experimental
and numerical failure modes are similar, i.e. plugging for a flat-
nosed projectile and petaling for a conical-nosed projectile. The
objective is the residual velocity vres for a given initial velocity vi.

The performance of a ballistic protection system is evaluated
through the initial velocity at the ballistic limit named vbl that can
be estimated from Lambert-Jonas vres � vi curve, see Ref. [30].

vbl¼
�
vi
p � vres

p

ap

�1=p

(13)

where a and p are constants depending on the threat/protection
system couple.

3.1. Aluminium alloy

The numerical model is calibrated by analysing the results of
D20-Steel-Flat/Conical projectile impacts against AA6 single-layer
protection. A comparison is made with AA12 single-layer protec-
tion, see Fig. 7 and Table 4.

3.1.1. Experimental results on AA6
Five tests for each projectile geometry are carried out. The cor-

responding vres � vi pairs are reported on the graph in Fig. 10. Given
the small number of tests, it is difficult to obtain an accurate esti-
mate of the velocity at the ballistic limit vBL. A conservative
approach consists in considering the highest velocity for which the
projectile does not perforate the target. Herewe then obtain a vBL of
Table 7
Elasticity and strain hardening related coefficients of the Johnson-Cook model for
the protection materials.

Material E/GPa n A/MPa B/MPa n

MARS® 380 211 0.3 612 846 0.146
AA2XXX 74.7 0.3 352 440 0.42
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147 m/s for a flat-nosed projectile and 211 m/s for a conical-nosed
projectile.

The differences of velocities (vBL and vres) values between the
two types of projectiles are due to the failure modes involved. As
expected, see Ref. [31], the flat-nosed projectile generates plugging
whereas the conical-nosed projectile generates petaling in the rear
face, see Fig. 11. The first failure mode is the result of adiabatic shear
inducing very localized plastic deformation and thus dissipating
little energy. In contrast, petaling implies amore spread and greater
plastic deformation, and therefore a stronger dissipation of energy.
3.1.2. Numerical calibration with AA6
The purpose of the calibration step is to determine the coeffi-

cient Gf of the damage evolution law, see Eq. (11), based on impact
tests of D20-Steel-Flat/Conical projectiles against AA6 protection.
Only tests with the highest initial velocity are considered to
approach future high-velocity tests. Tests at 224 m/s for the D20-
Steel-Flat projectile and 230 m/s for the D20-Steel-Conical projec-
tile are accordingly considered. The numerical models contain
467,978 elements and 506,100 nodes for the D20-Steel-Flat pro-
jectile, and 393,409 elements and 426,867 nodes for the D20-Steel-
Conical projectile. Calculations last respectively 18 and 12 min on
36 Olympe cores. Gf and vres values for each iteration of the iden-
tification cycles are plotted in Fig. 12. It is first noted that the so-
lution converges in both cases after about 15 iterations,
corresponding respectively to 4.5 and 3 h of computation. The first
values of Gf , denoted Gf0, are identified as 4.0 mJ/mm2 for the D20-
Steel-Flat projectile, and 25.0 mJ/mm2 for the D20-Steel-Conical
projectile. Gf should be the material failure energy and should not
depend on the projectile. We therefore decide to determine a
common value that minimises the differences between experiment
and simulation. This common value is found to be 24.0 mJ/mm2

with acceptable deviations of �3.06% on the residual velocity for
the D20-Steel-Flat projectile and þ2.15% on that for the D20-Steel-
Conical projectile. Table 8 summarises these results. The uniaxial
tension (normalized) stress-strain curve of the calibrated AA is
plotted in Fig.13 with a progressive drop in stress along the damage
evolution, as expected for AA.

Fig. 14 shows that the numerical model succeeds in fairly
reproducing the failure modes: the D20-Steel-Flat projectile causes
a plugging of the plate with the ejection of a plug (not shown here),
and the D20-Steel-Conical projectile tears the material into petals.
Although they are not perfectly drawn at the end of the calculation,
they are clearly visible during the penetration of the projectile.



Table 8
Results of the identification of the Gf coefficient based on AA6 protection against
D20-Steel-Flat and D20-Steel-Conical projectiles.

D20-Steel-Flat D20-Steel-Conical

vi/(m$s�1) 224 230
vres experiments/(m$s�1) 180 93
Gf0/(mJ$mm�2) 4.0 25.0
Gf1/(mJ$mm�2) 24.0
vres simulations/(m$s�1) 174.5 95.0
Error exp-sim/% �3.06 þ2.15

Fig. 11. Experimental failure modes. High-speed cameras images (top) and photographs of rear faces of impacted zones (bottom) of AA6 protection against D20-Steel-Flat projectile
at 224 m/s (left) and D20-Steel-Conical projectile at 230 m/s (right).

Fig. 12. Results of the identification of the Gf parameter for AA6 protection against (a) D20-Steel-Flat projectile and (b) D20-Steel-Conical projectile.

Fig. 13. Normalized stress-strain curve obtained from the numerical simulation of the
uniaxial tension of a finite element made of calibrated aluminium alloy.
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3.1.3. AA6 vs AA12 comparison
Some extra impact tests with D20-Steel-Conical projectile

against AA12 plate are also carried out. They do not clearly evidence
a petaling failure mode. Fig. 15 highlights a competition between
petaling and plugging, inwhich the latter prevails. Indeed, there is a
small overall deformation of the plate and the ejection of a plug
crossed by several cracks. This type of competition has already been
documented, for example in Ref. [32].

Fig. 16 shows the numerical and experimental results of the
impacts on AA6 and AA12 single-layer protections by D20-Steel-
8

Flat/Conical projectiles. Lambert-Jonas curves, see Eq. (13), are
plotted to evaluate the vBL of each configuration (coefficients given
in Table 9). The differences between experiment and simulation are



Fig. 14. Numerical failure modes on the rear face of an AA6 protection against D20-Steel-Flat projectile at 224 m/s (left) and D20-Steel-Conical projectile at 230 m/s (right). Johnson-
Cook damage indicator JCCRT (uðkJCÞ in Eq. (12)).

Fig. 15. Experimental failure modes of AA12 protection. Top: plate rear face. Bottom:
Ejected plug. Left: after impact of a D20-Steel-Flat projectile at 244 m/s. Right: after
impact of a D20-Steel-Conical projectile at 339 m/s.

Fig. 16. Numerical and experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres� vi curve.
AA12 protection against D20-Steel-Flat/Conical projectiles. Dotted lines are for
Lambert-Jonas curves.

Table 9
Lambert-Jonas coefficients for AA12 protection against D20-Steel-Flat/Conical
projectiles.

D20-Steel-Flat D20-Steel-Conical

Exp. Num. Exp. Num.

a 0.710834 0.743649 1.02216 1.49061
p 2.41688 3.24289 2.10261 1.44526
vBL/(m$s�1) 210 200 312 325
Error Exp-Num/% 4.76 4.17

Fig. 17. Experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres � vi curve. MS8.8 protection
against D6.35-WC-Conical projectile. Dotted lines are for Lambert-Jonas curve.
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low (<5%), which is encouraging. The number of tests being quite
small (2 for each geometry of AA12), it would be wise to perform
more tests to refine the experimental results. Despite these reser-
vations, we consider that the numerical model with aluminium
alloy is validated.
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3.2. MARS 380

The numerical model is calibrated by analysing the results of
D6.35-WC-Conical projectile impacts against 8.8 mm thick MARS®
380 monolithic protection (MS8.8), see Table 4.

3.2.1. Experimental results on MS8.8
MS8.8 single-layer protections were impacted by D6.35-WC-

Conical projectiles at velocities comprised between 523 m/s and
714 m/s. Five tests, between 615 m/s and 714 m/s, allowed the
projectile to perforate the target. The vres � vi pairs are reported on
the graph in Fig. 17, and the corresponding Lambert-Jonas curve
coefficients are indicated in Table 10, see Eq. (13). According to
Lambert-Jonas approximation, the vBL of the MS8.8 plate facing a
D6.35-WC-Conical projectile is close to 606 m/s.

Some projectiles are fragmented when impacting the target,
while others remain intact after perforating the target, see Fig. 18.
This fragmentation might result from a very slight tilt of the



Table 10
Lambert-Jonas coefficients for MS8.8 protection against D6.35-WC-Conical
projectiles.

a p vBL/(m$s�1)

1.0921 1.7058 606

Fig. 18. D6.35-WC-Conical projectiles, intact and fragmented, after impact against a
MS8.8 protection.

Fig. 20. Ejected plug by a D6.35-WC-Conical projectile after impact against a MS8.8
protection.
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projectile before impact. It is noteworthy that the fragmented
projectiles have a lower residual velocity than the intact ones, see
Fig. 17.

Fig. 19 shows the impact area of a single-layer MS8.8 protection.
One can see material rejection on the front face, and the formation
of a few petals on the back face, most of which being ripped off
during the perforation of the projectile. There is also the ejection of
what looks like a steel plug, see Fig. 20, slightly fragmented and
cracked. In addition, the part of the plug in contact with the pro-
jectile is heavily indented due to the high hardness of the WC
projectile, see Table 3. One can thus conclude to a ductile pene-
tration that ends in a competition between plugging and petaling.
This type of competition has been described by several authors, for
example [32]. In particular, front material rejection is specific to
low- and medium-hardness materials, see for example Ref. [33] for
mild steel. Instead, high-hardness steels have a crater on their front
face, see for example Ref. [26]. These observations are similar for all
perforated targets, whether the projectile is fragmented or remains
intact.
3.2.2. Numerical calibration with MS8.8
Calibration is performed considering vi ¼ 714 m=s for which

vres ¼ 373 m=s. As a reminder, the projectile was found intact after
this particular experiment, so it is modelled with elastic behaviour.
Fig. 19. Front face (left) and rear face (right) of a MS8.8 pr
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The numerical model consists of 593,740 elements, 628,403 nodes
and the calculation takes about 50 min on 36 Olympe cores.

First simulations showed that the Johnson-Cook damage initi-
ation criterion kJC was notmet and that damagewas initiated by the
threshold ductile criterion kmax in Eq. (12), see Fig. 21. We therefore
use the ductile strain kmax as material calibration variable. Fig. 22
shows the iterations and the final results are indicated in
Table 11. A value of 0.75 for kmax is found.

Fig. 23 shows a (normalized) stress-strain curve in uniaxial
tension at various temperatures and strain rates. Although these
curves appear to be consistent with those obtained by Ref. [26] on
high strength steels, the failure strains, close to one, are however
much greater than those recorded by Ref. [34] on the MARS® 380.

4. Verification and validation on multi-component
protection systems

The numerical model is validated by demonstrating its ability to
adapt to a new situation. For that purpose, the configuration of the
impact is modified, for example by moving from a single-layer
target to a target composed of two plates, or by reversing the
layering order of amulti-material system. The validation criteria are
of two types.

- Qualitative: Failure mode;
- Quantitative: Residual velocity of the projectile for a given initial
velocity.
4.1. Verification with lab projectiles (D6.35-WC-conical)

The MS8.8-AA8 bi-layered protection, consisting of an 8.8 mm
thick MARS® 380 front plate and an 8.0 thick aluminium alloy rear
otection impacted by a D6.35-WC-Conical at 714 m/s.



Fig. 21. Johnson-Cook JCCRT (uðkJCÞ in Eq. (12)) damage initiation criterion (top) and DUCTCRT (uðkmaxÞ in Eq. (12)) ductile damage initiation criterion (bottom) during the
penetration of a D6.35-WC-Conical projectile at 714 m/s in a MS8.8 protection. It can be noticed that the damage is initiated by the second criterion.

Fig. 22. Identification of the maximum plastic strain value at damage initiation kmax in
Eq. (12) for MARS® 380 armour steel as part of the MS8.8 protection impacted by a
6.35-WC-Conical projectile at 714 m/s and for a targeted residual velocity of 373 m/s.

Fig. 23. Normalized stress-strain curve obtained from the numerical simulation of the
uniaxial tension of a finite element made of calibrated MARS® 380.
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plate, assembled by bolting, are impacted by D6.35-WC-Conical
projectiles using the Ø60 gas launcher.
4.1.1. Experimental results
Four impact tests were carried out at vi comprised between

718 m/s and 798 m/s, providing three vres reported in Fig. 24. Ac-
cording to the latter the vBL is close to 718 m/s. The projectiles that
perforated the protection systems remain intact, while the stopped
one at vi ¼ 718 m=s is fragmented.
Table 11
Results of the identification of the kmax coefficient based on MS8.8 protection against D6

vi/(m$s�1) vres experimental/(m$s�1) kmax numerical

714 373 0.75
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Fig. 25 shows the failure modes of the MS8.8-AA8 protection
impacted at 798 m/s. One can observe that the front plate fails
mainly by ductile penetration, the material being rejected forward
and backward. No petals are visible on this plate, their formation
has been disturbed by the rear AA8 plate. The rear plate fails
showing a competition between ductile penetration and petaling:
small petals are indeed visible on the back face. The front face is
slightly depressed due to the deformation of the front MS8.8 plate.

4.1.2. Numerical simulation with lab. Projectiles
The verification of the numerical model of the MS8.8-AA8 pro-

tection is carried out by comparing the experimental and numerical
.35-WC-Conical projectile at 714 m/s.

vres numerical/(m$s�1) Error experiments-simulation/%

374 0.3



Fig. 24. Experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres � vi curve. MS8.8-AA8
protection against D6.35-WC-Conical projectiles.

Fig. 25. Failure modes of a bi-layered MS8.8-AA8 protection against D6.35-WC-Conical
projectile at 798 m/s.
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results of an impact at 798 m/s. We obtain a numerical residual
velocity of 289 m/s against 282 m/s experimentally, that means a
vfull bulletres ¼ a
n
1þ h

h
vi �

�
v
core only
bl �Dvbl

�ioh
vi
p �

�
v
core only
bl � Dvbl

�pi1=p
(14)
difference of 2.5%. Finally, the failure modes in Fig. 26 are generally
in agreement with the experimental observations in Fig. 25: the
front plate MS8.8 fails by ductile penetration and the material is
pushed back and forth. The AA8 rear plate also fails by ductile
penetration, its front face is deformed by the front plate, and the
material is pushed back. The deformations and rejection of material
are however less marked than in the experimental case, and no
petals are visible at the back face of the rear plate.

The numerical simulations make it possible to draw a Lambert-
Jonas curve, whose coefficients are reported in Table 12, and to
determine a vBL of 709 m/s, which represents a deviation of 1.3%
compared to the experimental vBL of 718 m/s. Fig. 27 shows indeed
a good proximity between experimental and numerical results. Yet,
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the experimental vBL has to be determined more precisely to be
more confident in these results.

4.2. Validation with real bullet (7.62�51 AP8)

The ballistic resistance of bi-layered MS8.8-AA8 protections
against 7.62AP8 bullets is evaluated.

A MS8.8-AA8 protection system consisting of an 8.8 mm thick
MARS® 380 armour steel front plate and an 8 mm thick aluminium
alloy rear plate is studied. The numerical model has already been
verified considering a D6.35-WC-Conical projectile.We see now if it
is possible to use the numerical model to reproduce an impact with
a 7.62AP8 bullet.

4.2.1. Impact tests with real bullet
Ten tests are carried out, of which six perforate the target. The

initial and residual velocities of the projectiles are reported on the
graph in Fig. 28. A curve has been drawn using the Lambert-Jonas
model, whose coefficients are given in Table 13. A vBL of 629 m/s
is therefore determined. This value of 629 m/s for a real bullet has
to be compared to the experimental value of 718 m/s for a WC
projectile, that means a reduction of more than 12% of vBL explained
by the presence of a copper jacket and an aluminium plug in the full
bullet .

Failuremodes in Fig. 29 are similar for each test and very close to
those observedwith D6.35-WC-Conical projectiles. TheMS8.8 front
layer fails by ductile penetration with material rejection on the
front and rear faces. The AA8 rear layer shows a deformation in the
direction of the projectile motion, due to the shape of the front
layer, as well as ductile penetration. On the back side, one can
observe fragments ejections. For both layers, no petals are clearly
visible.

4.2.2. Correction for the 7.62AP8 bullet
Wenow search for amethod allowing to get the vres � vi curve of

a full 7.62 � 51 AP8 bullet, consisting of a core, a jacket and a rear
plug, see Fig. 6, from the vres � vi (reference) curve of a D6.35-WC-
Conical projectile, mimicking the bullet core. In the following, we
put a ¼ acore only and p ¼ pcore only, with the corresponding values
given in Table 12.

In the aim of reproducing the vfull bulletres ðviÞ curve from the

vcore only
res ðviÞ curve, we assume that
where Dvbl ¼ vcore only
bl � vfull bulletbl >0, with vfull bulletbl being known

(vfull bulletbl ¼ 629 m/s in the present case). When the constant h

takes the value 0, the vfull bulletres ðviÞ curve is retrieved from the

vcore only
res ðviÞ curve by the only knowledge of vfull bulletbl . Yet, as shown

in Fig. 30, the residual velocities vfull bulletres at large initial velocities vi
are in this case (h ¼ 0) underestimated. According to Fig. 30, the
approximated vfull bulletres ðviÞ curve in Eq. (14) fairly reproduces the
experimental one when h ¼ 7�10�4 s/m.

It is noteworthy that, for certain target/projectile configurations
and ceteris paribus, the ballistic limit velocity has been numerically
shown to be an increasing function of the projectile diameter, see



Fig. 26. Simulation of a MS8.8-AA8 target impacted by a D6.35-WC-Conical projectile at 798 m/s. Johnson-Cook JCCRT (uðkJCÞ in Eq. (12)) damage initiation criterion (right) and
DUCTCRT (uðkmaxÞ in Eq. (12)) ductile damage initiation criterion (left).

Table 12
Lambert-Jonas coefficients for the simulation of MS8.8-AA8 protection against
D6.35-WC-Conical projectiles.

a p vBL/(m$s�1)

0.8107 1.9465 709

Fig. 27. Numerical and experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres� vi curve.
MS8.8-AA8 protection against D6.35-WC-Conical projectile.

Fig. 28. Experimental residual velocity-initial velocity vres � vi curve. MS8.8-AA8
protection against 7.62�51 AP8 bullet. Dotted lines are for Lambert-Jonas curve.

Table 13
Lambert-Jonas coefficients for MS8.8-AA8 protection against 7.62 � 51 AP8 bullets.

a p vBL/(m$s�1)

1.3029 1.4207 629
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Fig. 29. Failure modes of a three-layered MS8.8-AA8 protection against 7.62AP8 bullet at 912 m/s.

Fig. 30. vres � vi curve for core only and full bullet. LJ stands for Lambert-Jonas.
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e.g. Ref [35] , and a decreasing function of the projectile hardness,
see e.g. Ref. [36] , with a strong influence of the latter. Consequently,
the ballistic limit velocity of the D6.35-WC-Conical projectile is
expected to be slightly higher than the (5.2-mm-diameter) 7.62�51
AP8 bullet core. This must be accounted for when extrapolating the
above applied method to other protection system/projectile
configurations.
5. Concluding remarks

The present work presents a methodology coupling a finite
element computation code and an optimisation module for the
design of land vehicle armouring consisted of lightweight
aluminium alloy, as structural material for the vehicle body, and
high strength steel plate, added on as ballistic protection.

A first series of tests have been performed using laboratory gas
launchers, with steel and tungsten carbide projectiles impacting
monolithic aluminium plates, monolithic armour steel plates and
bi-metal plates. A second series of tests have been conducted in a
firearm proofing facility with 7.62�51 AP8 bullets impacting bi-
metal plates. Some vres � vi curves have been determined for each
situation.

Following an experiment/simulation correlation, a numerical
model has been built and calibrated considering monolithic plates
and then verified considering a bi-metal protection against tung-
sten carbide projectile mimicking the core of a 7.62�51 AP8
ammunition. A good accordance between numerical and experi-
mental results have been found.

In addition, an approximation of the vres � vi curve for the full
bullet is obtained from the vres � vi curve for the core only.

In conclusion, this experiment-simulation methodology makes
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it possible to estimate the ballistic performance of a bi-metal pro-
tection system from simple laboratory tests.

Works are in progress on tri-material protection systems.
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